
CRITICAL PHENOMENA

IO.T THERMODYNAMICS IN THE
NEIGHBORHOOD OF THE CRITICAL POINT

The entire structure of thermodynamics, as described in the preceding
ters, appeared at mid-century to be logically complete, but the

re foundered on one ostensibly minor detail. That "detail" had to
with the properties of systems in the neighborhood of the critical point.

ical thermodynamics correctly predicted that various "generalized
:ptibilities" (heat capacities, compressibilities, magnetic susceptibili-
etc.) should diverge at the critical point, and the gerreral struciure of

ssical thermodynamics strongly suggested the analytic lbrm (or "shape")
those divergences. The generalized susceptibilities do diverge, but the
rlytic form of the divergences is not as expected. In addition the

yergences exhibit regularities indicative of an underlying integrative
inciple inexplicable by classical thermodynamics.
Observations of the enormous fluctuations at critical points date back
1869, when T. Andrewsr reported the "critical opalescenceo' of fluids.

scattering of light by the huge density fluctuations renders water
ilky" and opaque at or very near the critical temperature and pressure
.29 K, 22.09 MPa). Warming or cooling the water a fraction of a
in restores it to its normal transparent state.

Similarly, the magnetic susceptibility diverges for a magnetic system
in the magneticr its critical transition, and again the fluctuations

t are divergent.
A variety of other types of systems exhibit critical
msitions; several are listed in Table 10.1 along with

or "second-order"
the corresponding
exhibits divergentparameter" (the thermodynamic quantity that

ions, analogous to the magnetic moment).

rT. Andrews, Phil. Trans. Royal Soc. f59, 575 (1869).
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256 critical Phenomena

TABLE 10.1
Exarnples of Critical Points and Their Order Parameters*

Crilical Point Order Parameter Example Tr, (K)

Liquid-gas

Ferromagnetic

Antiferromagnetic

)\-line in aHe

Superconductivity

Binary fluid mixture

Binary alloy

Ferroelectric

Molar volume

Magnetic moment

Sublattice magnetic
moment
aHe quantum mechanical
amplitude

Electron pair amplitude

Fractional segregation
of components

Fraction of one atomic
species on one sublattice

Electric dipole moment

Pb 7.L9

ccl4-c7Fr4 301.78

Cu-Zn 739

Triglycine sulfate 322.5

HrO

Fe

FeF,

aHe

647.05

1044.0

78.26

1.8-2.1

'Adapted from Shang-Keng lvla, Modern Theory of Critical Phenomeza (Addison-Wesley Advanced
Book Program, CA,1976. Used by permission)

In order to fix these preliminary ideas in a specific way we focus on the
gas-liquid transition in a fluid. Consider first a point P, Z on the
coexistence curve; two local minima of the underlying Gibbs potential
then compete, as in Fig. 10.1 (page 205). If the point of interest were to
move off the coexistence curve in either direction then one or the other of
the two minima would become the lower. The two physical states, corre-
sponding to the two minima, have very different values of molar volume,

? ----->
FIGURE IO.T
Competition of two minima of the underlying Gibbs potential near the coexistence curve.
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FIGURE IO.2
Coalescence of minima of the underlying Gibbs potential as the crit ical point is
approached.

molar entropy, and so forth. These two states correspond, of course, to the
two phases that compete in the first-order phase transition.

Suppose the point P,T on the coexistence curve to be chosen closer to
the critidal point. As the point approaches the critical T and P the two
minima of the underlying Gibbs potential coalesce (Fig. 10.2).

For all points beyond the critical point (on the extended or extrapolated
coexistence curve) the minimum is single and normal (Fig. 10.3). As the
critical point is reached (moving inward toward the physical coexistence
curve) the single minimum develops a flat bottom, which in turn develops
e "bump" dividing the broadened minimum into two separate minima.
The single minimum "bifurcates" at the critical point.

The flattening of the minimum of the Gibbs potential in the region of
the critical state implies the absence of a "restoring force" for fluctuations
eway from the critical state (at least to leading order)-hence the diver-
gent fluctuations.

This classical conception of the development of phase transitions was
formulated by Lev Landau,z and extended and generalized by Laszlo
Tisza,' to form the standard classical theory of critical phenomena. The
cssential idea of that theory is to expand the appropriate underlying
thermodynamic potential (conventionally referred to as the "free energy
functional") in a power series in Z - 7", the deviation of the temperature
from its value 7"(P) on the coexistence curye. The qualitative features
described here then determine the relative signs of the first several

2cf . L. D. Landau and E. M. Lifshitz, Statistical Physics, MIT Press, Cambridge, Massachuserts
end London, 1966.

3cf . L. Tisza, Generalized Thermodynamics, MIT Press, Cambridge, Massachusetts and London,
1966 (see particularly papers 3 and 4).
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FIGURE 10 3

The classical picrure of the development of a first-order phase transition. The dotted curve
is the qxtrapolated (non-physical) coexistence curve.

coefficients, and these terms in turn permit calculation of the analytic
behavior of the susceptibilities as T" approaches the critical temperature
7,,. A completely analogous treatment of a simple mechanical analogue
model is given in the Example at the end of this section, and an explicit
thermodynamic calculation will be carried out in Section 10.4. Ar this
point it is sufficient to recognize that the Landau theory is simple,
straightforward, and deeply rooted in the postulates of macroscopic
thermodynamics; it is based only on those postulates plus the reasonable
assumption of analyticity of the free energy functional. However, a direct
comparison of the theoretical predictions with experimental observations
was long bedeviled by the extreme difficulty of accurately measuring and
controlling temperature in systems that are incipiently unstable, with
gigantic fluctuations.

ln 1944 Lars Onsagera produced the flrst rigorous statistical mechanical
solution for a nontrivial model (the "two-dimensional lsing model',), and
it exhibited a type of divergence very different from that expected. The
scientific community was at first loath to accept this disquieting fact,
particularly as the model was two-dimensional (rather than three-dimen-
sional), and furthermore as it was a highly idealized construct bearing
little resemblance to real physical systems. ln 1945 E. A. Guggenheims

aL. Onsager, Phys. Reu.65,177 (1944).
sE. A Guggenheim, "I. Chem Phys.l3,253 (1945)

T ----+



Thermodynamics in the Neighborhood of the Critical Point 259

observed that the shape of the coexistence curve of fluid systems also cast
doubt on classical predictions, but it was not until the early 1960s that
precise measurements6 forced confrontation of the failure of the classical
Landau theory and initiated the painful reconstructiod that occupied the
decades of the 1960s and the 1970s.

Deeply probing insights into the nature of critical fluctuations were
developed by a number of theoreticians, including Leo Kadanoff, Michael
Fischer, G. S. Rushbrooke, C. Domb, B. Widom, and many others.8'e The
construction of a powerful analytical theory ("renormalization theory")
was accomplished by Kenneth Wilson, a high-energy theorist interested in
statistical mechanics as a simpler analogue to similar difficulties that
plagued quantum field theory

The source of the failure of classical Landau theory can be understood
relatively easily, although it depends upon statistical mechanical concepts
yet to be developed in this text. Nevertheless we shall be able in Section
10.5 to anticipate those results sufficiently to describe the origin of the
difficulty in pictorial terms. The correction of the theory by renormaliza-
tion theory unfortunately lies beyond the scope of this book, and we shall
simply describe the general thermodynamic consequences of the Wilson
theory. But first we must develop a framework for the description of the
analytic form of divergen\ quantities, and we must review both the
classical expectations and t\e (very different) experimental observations.
To all of this the following mechanical analogue is a simple and explicit
introduction.

Example
The mechanical analogue of Section 9.1 provides instructive insights into the
flattening of the minimum of the thermodynamic potential at the critical point as
that minimum bifurcates into two competing minima below {.. We again
consider a length of pipe bent into a semicircle, closed at both ends, standing
vertically on a table in the shape of an inverted U, containing an internal piston.
On either side of the piston there is 1 mole of a monatomic ideal gas. The metal
balls that were inserted in Section 9.1 in order to break the symmetry (and
thereby to produce a first-order rather than a second-order transition) are not
present.

If d is the angle of the piston with respect to the vertical, ̂ ft is the radius of
curvature of the pipe section, and Mg is the weight of the piston (we neglect
gravitational effects on the gas itself), then the potential energy of the piston is

'cl. P Heller and G B. Benedek, Phys. Reu. Let.8,428 (1962)
1cf . H. E. Stanley, Introduction to Phase Transitions und Critical Phenomena, Oxford Univ. Press,

New York and Oxford, 1971
*./. H. E. Stanley, Ibid.
eP. Pfeuty and G. Toulouse, Introduction to the Renormalization Group and Critical Phenomenu,

John Wiley and Sons, NY 1977.
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(MgR)cosl, and the Helmholtz potential is

F = IJ _ ZS: (USR)cos0 + FL+ FR

The Helmholtz potentials F. and .F^ of the gases in the left-hand and right-hand
sections of the pipe are given by (recall Problem 5.3-1)

F t . n :  F ' ( T ) -  R r h (  + \
\ v o l

where F'(T) is a function of ronly. The volumes are determined by the position
d of the piston

n,: (r-r)r", ,^: (t*r)n,

where we have taken zo as half the total volume of the pipe. It follows then that,
for small 0,

F(0,7): Usnft 0 2 0 4 . |- T + u * " ' l

+2F,(r). ^'[( +)' .+(+)' .
: [usn + zF,(r)l .(#^, - lusn)e,

*( f iusa. *^r)  o4 + . .

The coefficient of 0a is intrinsically positive, but the coefficient of 02 changes sign
at a temperature 7",

, t f2r",: fu(Msfu)
For r > 7", there is then only a single minimum; the piston resides at the apex

of the pipe and the two gases have equal volumes.

_ For 7 < 7", the state d : 0 is a maximum of the Helmholtz potential and
there are two symmetric minima at

T  _ T
0: +{6n----!---=-

247 * tzT,,
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For 7 : 7,, the Helmholtz potential has a very flat minimum, arising only
from the fourth-order terms. Spontaneous fluctuations thereby experience only
weak restoring forces. The "Brownian motion" (fluctuation) of the position of the
piston is correspondingly large. Furthermore, even a trivially small force applied
to the piston would induce a very large displacement; the "generalized suscept-
ibility" diverges.

Although we have now seen the manner in which this model develops a
bifurcating Helmholtz functional at the critical temperature, it may be instructive
also to reflect on the manner in which a first-order transition occurs at lower
temperatures. For this purpose some additional parameters must be introduced,
to bias one minimum of ln relative to the other. We might simply tilt the table
slightly, thereby inducing a first-order transition from one minimum to the other.
Alternatively, and more familiarly, a first-order phase transition can be thermally
induced. In Section 9.1 this possibility was built into the model by inclusion of
two metal ball-bearings of different coefficients of thermal expansion; a more
appealing model would be one in which the two gases are differently nonideal.

Although this example employs a rather artificial system, the fundamental
equation mimics that of homogeneous thermodynamic systems, and the analysis
given above anticipates many features of the classical Landau theory to be
described in Section 10.4.

IG2 DIVERGENCE AND STABILITY

The descriptive picture of the origin of divergences at the critical point,
rs alluded to in the preceding section, is cast into an illuminating
p€rspective by the stability criteria (equation 8.15 and Problem 8.2-3)

0rg

aT2 (# ) . ' o\

I  ' o
I P

(10 .1 )

the stability criteria fail simultaneously, and a, Kr, arLd c, diverge
ether. Further perspective is provided by a physical, rathdr than a

(10 .2)

stability criteria express the concavity requirements of the Gibbs
tial. The "flattening" of the Gibbs potential at the critical point

to a failure of these concavity requirements. In fact all three

(#),(#).-(#h)"0

l, point of view. Consider a particular point P, Z on the coexistence
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FIGURE 10 4
Schematic isotherms of a two-phase sys-
tem.

curve of a two-phase system. The isotherms of the system are qualitatively
similar to those shown in Fig. 10.4 (recall Fig.9.12, although the van der
Waals equation of state may not be quantitatiuely relevant). In particular,
the isotherms have a flat portion in the P-T plane On this flat portion
the system is a mixture of two phases, in accordance with the "lever rule"
(Section 9.4). The volume can be increased at constant pressure and
temperature, the system responding simply by altering the mole fraction
in each of the two coexistent phases. Thus, formally, the isothermal
compressibi l i ty rr: -u-t( 0u/0P), diverges.

Again considering this same system in the mixed two-phase state,
suppose that a small quantity of heat Q (: 7AS) is injected. The heat
supplies the heat of transition (the heat of vaporization or the heat of
melting) and a small quantity of matter transforms from one phase to the
other. The temperature remains constant. Thus co: T(0s/07.), diverges.

The divergence of r, and of c" exists formally all along the coexistence
locus. Across the coexistence locus in the P-T plane both r, and co are
discontinuous, jumping from one finite value to another by pa-ssing
through an intermediate infinity (in the mixed-phase state), see Fig. 10.5.

As the point of crossing of the coexistence curve is chosen closer to the
critical point, classical Landau theory predicts that the "jump" of rc,
should decrease but that the intermediate infinity should remain. This

FIGURE IO 5
Discontinuity and divergence of gener-
nlized susceptibilities across a coexis-
tence locus. The abscissa can be either T
or P, along a line crossing the coexis-
tence locus in the 7 - P plane.
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description is correct except very close to the critical point, in which
region nonclassical behavior dominated by the fluctuations intervenes.
Nevertheless, the qualitative behavior remains similar-a divergence of r.
at the critical point, albeit of an altered functional form.

The heat capacity behaves somewhat differently. As we shall see later,
Landau theory predicts that as the critical point is approached both the
jump in the heat capacity and the intermediate divergence should fade
away. In fact the divergence remains, though it is a weaker divergence
than that of xr.

IO.3 ORDER PARAMETERS AND CRITICAL EXPONENTS

Although Landau's classical theory of critical transitions was not
quantitatively successful, it did introduce several pivotal concepts. A
particularly crucial observation of Landau was that in any phase transi-
tion there exists an "order parameter" that can be so defined that it is zero
in the high-temperature phase and nonzero in the low-temperature phase.
Order parameters for various second-order transitions are listed in Table
10.1. The simplest case, and the prototypical example, is provided by the
paramagnetic to ferromagnetic transition (or its electric analogue). An
appropriate order parameter is the magnetic moment, which measures the
cooperative alignment of the atomic or molecular dipole moments.

Another simple and instructive transition is the binary alloy
"order-disorder" transition that occurs, for instance, in copper-zinc
(Cu-Zn) alloy. The crystal structure of this material is "body-centered
cubic," which can be visualized as being composed of two interpenetrating
simple cubic lattices. For convenience we refer to one of the sublattices as
the I sublattice and to the other as the B sublattice. At high temperatures
the Cu and Zn atoms of the alloy are randomly located, so that any
particular lattice point is equally likely to be populated by a zinc or by a
copper atom. As the temperature is lowered, a phase transition occurs
such that the copper atoms preferentially populate one sublattice and the
zinc atoms preferentially populate the other sublattice. Immediately below
the transition temperature this preference is very slight, but with decreas-
ing temperature the sublattice segregation increases. At zero temperature
one of the sublattices is entirely occupied by copper atoms and the other
sublattice is entirely occupied by zinc atoms. An appropriate order
parameter is (N/" - Nt)/No, or the difference between the fraction of
I sites occupied by zinc atoms and the fraction occupied by copper
atoms. Above the transition temperature the order parameter is zero; rt
becomes nonzero at the transition temperature; and it becomes either * 1
o r  - 1  a t  T : 0 .

As in the order-disorder transition, the order parameter can always be
chosen to have unit magnitude at zero temperatl.rre; it is then "normal-
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ized." In the ferromagnetic case the normalized order parameter is
\f)/I(O); whereas the extensive parameter is the magnitic moment
IQ).

In passing we recall the discussion in section 3.8 on unconstrainable
variables. As was pointed out, it sometimes happens that a formally
defined intensive plrameter does not have a ptrysical realization. The
copper-zinc alloy system is such a case. In contrast to the ferromagnetic
case (in which the order parameter is the magnetic moment 1 anl the
intensive parameter au/al is the magnetic field B"), the order parameter
for the copper-zinc alloy is (N/" - Nd,) but the intensive parameter has
no physical reality. Thus the thermodynamic treatment of the cu-zn
system requires that the intensive parameter always be assigned the value
zero. similarly th9 intensive parameter conjugate to the order parameter
of the superfluid aHe transition must be ta[en as zero.

Identification of the order parameter, and recognition that various
generalized susceptibilities diverge at the critical point, motivates the
definition of a set of "critical exponents" that desCribe the behavior of
these quantities in the critical region.

_ !n tle thermodynamic context there are four basic critical exponents,
defined as follows.

The molar heat capacity (c, in the fluid case or c, in the magnetic case)
diverges at the critical point with exponents c abovl 7", and i below 7",

cu or cB, - Q - 7",)-" (T , 7",)

c u o t  c B " -  ( 7 " , -  T ) - " '  ( 7 . 7 , , )

(10.3)

(10.4)

The "generaliz".,9 susceptibilities", fc, : -(|u/lp)r/u in the fluid
case or Xr: po(AI/AB")r/u in the magnetic case, diverge with expo-
nents f ot "l'.

K r o r x r - Q - T " , ) l t

Kr or x7. - (Tr, - T)- '

(T > 7,,)

( 7 . 7 , , )

(10.5)

(10.6)

Along the coexistence curve the order parameter varies as (?:, - T)p

A u o r I - ( T c , - D P  ( r . 7 , , ) (10.7)

and, of course, the order parameter vanishes for Z , 7,,. Note that a
grime indicates T . T* for the exponents a, and 7,; whereas B can be
defined only for , I 7", so that a prime is superfluous.
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Finally, on the critical isotherm (i.e., for T : 7,,) the order parameter
and its corresponding intensive parameter satisfy the relation

I - BrtD or AD - (P - p",)'/u

which define the exponent 6.
In addition there are several critical exponents defined in terms of

*atistical mechanical concepts lying outside the domain of macroscopic
thermodynamics. Perhaps the most significant of these additional expo-
nents describes the range of fluctuations, or the size of the correlated
regions within the system. The long wavelength fluctuations dominate
near the critical point, and the range of the correlated regions diverges.

This onset of long-range correlated behavior is the key to the statistical
mechanical (or "renormalization group") solution to the problem. Because
large regions are so closely correlated, the details of the particular atomic
ttructure of the specific material become of secondary importance! The
etomic structure is so masked by the long-range correlation that large
families of materials behave similarly-a phenomenon known as " univer-
rality," to which we shall return subsequently.

CLASSICAL THEORY IN THE
CRITICAL REGION: LANDAU THEORY

The classical theory of Landau, which evaluates the critical exponents,
ides the standard of expectation to which we can contrast both

observations and the results of renormalization group the-

We consider a system in which the unnormalized order parameter is f.
have in mind, perhaps, the magnetization of a uniaxial crystal (in

ich the dipoles are equally probably " up" or "down" above the
ition temperature), or the binary Cu-Zn alloy. The Gibbs potential

is a function of T, P,g, Np N2,. . ., N,

(10.8)

(10.e)

the immediate vicinity of the critical point the order parameter is small,
ing a series expansion in powers of 6

G :  Go* Gro *  Grq '  *  Grqt  + . . . (10.10)

Gs,GDGr,. . . are functions of Z, P, Ny - . ., N,. For the magnetic
or binary alloy the symmetry of the problems immediately pre-
the odd terms, requiring that the Gibbs potential be even-in p;

is no a priori difference between spin up and spin down, or between

Ifi IHOVIIA MAT.FYZ. FAKULTY
lhihovna Fr Zavr$Ry (tyz. odo.)

Ke Kartovu 3
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the A and B sublattices. (This reasoning is a precursor and a prototype of
more elaborate symmetry arguments in more complex systems.)

G ( 7 , P , 0 , A L , . . . , 4 ) :  G o *  G r e ,  +  G o e o  +  . . .  ( 1 0 . 1 1 )
Each of the expansion coefficients is a function of T, p, and the N,'s;
G,, :  Gn(7,P,Np.. . ,N.).  We now concentrate our attent ion on ihe
extrapolated coexistence curve-the dotted curve in Fig. 10.3. Along this
locus P is a function of. T, and all mole numbers are constant, so that
each of the expansiol coefficients G, is effectively a function of ? only.
Correspondingly, G is effectively a function only of Z and e.

Th-" shgle of G(7,0) as a function of g, for small g, is shown in Fig.
10.6 for the four possible combinations of signs of G, and Go.

6----> 6 ----->

FIGURE 106
Possible shapes of G(7,+) for various signs of the expansion coefficients.

A point on the extrapolated coexistence curve ("beyond" the critical

negative (Fig. 10.6). The function Go(T) normally remains positive. The
crit,ical temperature is uiewed simply as the temperature at which G, happens
to haue a zero.

The change of sign of G, at the critical point implies that a series
expansion of G, in powers of (" - {) has the form

Gr IT ,  P(T) ]  :  ( r  -  T" , )G l  +  te rms o f  o rder  (T  -  7 , , ) '+  .  .  .

(10 .12)

l
I
i
I

1
6

t
(
e

I
t

4
b
tr

I
fi
n

G(r, Q)

Q +

G(r,0)

6 +

G(r,6) G(r ,6)

6 ----->
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Now, let the intensive parameter conjugate to f have the value zero. In
the magnetic case, in which { is the normalized magnetic moment, this

ies that there is no external magnetic field, whereas in the binary alloy
intensive parameter is automatically zero. Then, in either type of case

z(T - 7,,)G:+ + 4G4e3 + . -. : 0
AG- :
ao

equation has different solutionsabcrve and below {,.
only real solution is 4 : g.

0 : 0  ( f o r Z > 7 , , )

7", the solution + : 0 corresponds to a maximum
um value of G (recall Fig. 10.6), but there are two

lng to fiunrma

(10.13)

For T > 7,,

(10.14)

rather than a
real solutions

0 : 'l,t(r,,-nl' (r s r",) (10 .15)

ln of the I sublattice, etc.) spontaneously becomes nonzero and grows as',, - T)'/' for temperatures below 7,,. The critical exponent B, defined in

is the basic conclusion of the classical theory of critical points. The
parameter (magnetic moment, difference in zinc and copper occupa-

ion 10.7, thereby is eualuated classically to haue the ualue l.

B(classical) : 7/2 (tO.t6)

contrast, experiment indicates that for various ferromagnets or fluids
value of B is in the neighborhood of 0.3 to 0.4.

In equation L0.L3 we assumed that the intensive parameter conjugate to
is zero; this was dictated by our interest in the spontaneous value of 4

7,,. We now seek the behavior of the "susceptibility" 1, for
tures just above 7,,, Xr being defined by

x ; l (10.17):.(#),*-,
the magnetic case X;l is equal to N(AB"/ADr.r+o so that g,01. is the
niliar molar magnetic susceptibility (but in the present context we shall

be concerned with the constant factor po). Then

* r ; '  
:2 (T  -  r , , )G l  +  72G4Q2 +  . . . (10.18)
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or taking 0 - 0 according to the definition 10.17,

#"; '  :  z(r  -  r , , )Gt+ . ' .  r  2 r , , (ro.rs)

This result evaluates the classical value of the exponent y (equation 10.5)
as unrty

y(classical) : 1 (10.20)

Again, for ferromagnets and for fluids the measured values of y are in the
region of 1.2 to 1.4.

. For^!_< 7,, t\e order parameter f becomes nonzero. Inserting equa_
tion 10.15 for {(f) into equation 10.18

* r ; ' : z ( r - r , , ) G | + r 2 G 4
- r ) + . . .

: 4 ( 7 , , - r ) G !  + . . . (10.21)

we therefore conclude that the classical value of f, is unity (recall
equation 10.6). Again this does not agree with experiment, which yields
values of y' in the region of 1.0 to 1.2.

The values of the critical exponents that follow from the Landau theory
are listed, for convenience, in Table 10.2.

TABLE 10.2
critical Exponentq classical values and Approximate Range of observed values

"l+H.

Exponent Classical ualue
Approximate range of

obserued ualues

d.

a'

p
I

v
6

0
0
I
2

1

1

J

- 0 . 2 < s . < 0 . 2

- 0 . 2 < a ' < 0 . 3

0 . 3 < B < 0 . 4

1 . 2 < y < L . 4

l < y ' < 1 . 2

4 < 6 < 5

Example
It is instructive to calculate the classical values of the critical exponents for a
system with a given, definite fundamental equation, thereby corroborating the
more general Landau analysis. Calculate the critical indices for a system de-
scribed by the van der Waals equation of state.
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Solution
From Example 1 of Section 9.4, the van der Waals equation of state can be

written in "reduced variables":

F _  8 T  _ 3-  3 a - l  a 2
where P = P/P- and similarly for f and D. Then, defining

p = P - L  0 = f r - 1  e = i - l

end multiplying the van der Waals equation by (1 + 0)z we obtairfo

2p(t + lo + to2 + +0t) :  -3u3 + 8(1 + 20 + 02)

l o 3  +  e ( +  -  6 0  +  9 0 2  +  . . .  )  +  . . .

If e:0 (that is ?: [,) then 0 is proportional to (-p)i, so that the critical
cxponent 6 is identified as 6 : 3.

To evaluate y we calculate

r ; r :  - V ( ! : \  :. _ r  . \ 0 v l r

f :  l '  : 1 .

To calculate p we recall that 0(tr) : 0(t), where 0(n) is defined by the last
luation in Example 2,page24l.

eG) =tn(3r -  1)  - (3t  -  1)- '  + st(4uT).
:  ln (3 t  +  2 \ - (3 i  +  2 \ - t  +  ? ( r  +  r ) - ' ( '+  1 ) - '
:  l n 2  +  1 +  & i t  +  f e  ( 1  r  e - r i -  i e  -  t | +  . . . )

, from 0@s) : d(Dr) we find

i(03 + oso/+ o?)+ c - c2 - e(os + a/) : o
p(}r): p(0), which gives

o? + opu+ or* 4e - 6c(or+ o/) : o
:se latter two equations constitute two equations in the two unknowns 0, and
Eliminating (% + 0/) we are left with a single equation in 0, - Dr; we find

o t -  L :  a ( - e ; i  *  . . .

identifies the critical exponent B as i.
The remaining critical exponents are a and c', referring to the heat capacity.

van der Waals equation of state alone does not determine the heat capacity,
we can turn to the "ideal van der Waals fluid" defined in Section 3.5. For that

roH. Stanley, Introduction to Phase Transitiotts and Critical Phenomena, Oxford Univ. Press, New

-,(H)":  6 D e  *  . . .

and Oxford, 1971. (sect. 5.5).
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system the heat capacity cu is a constant, with no divergence at the critical point,
a n d a : a ' : 0 .

rO.5 ROOTS OF THE CRITICAL POINT PROBLEM

The reader may well ask how so simple, direct, and general an argumen!
as that of the preceding section can possibly lead to incorrect resulti. Does
the error lie within the argument itself, or does it lie deeper, at the very
foundations of thermodynamics? That puzzlement was shired by thermo-
dynamicists for three decades. Although we cannot enter here into the
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(7 " , -T)  +
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lity distributions, average, and most probable values for the fluctuating order
. The temperatures are T2 S Tr 5 {. The probability distributions are shown as

curves. The classical or most probable values are fie and Of ,, *td these coincide
the minima of G. The average or observable values are 01 utd Qi.Th" rate of change

the average values is more rapid than the rate of change of the most probable values
of the asvmmetrv of the curves for ?i. This is more consistent with a critical index

= t rather than l, as shown in the small figure.

(shown dotted) is correspondingly broad and asymmetric. The
value Q! of 0 is shifted to the left of the most probable value Qip.

a temperatute Tz further removed from the critical temperature the
tial well is almost symmetric near its minimum, and the probability
ty is almost symmetric. The average value Qi and the most probable
glp are then almost identical. As the temperature changes from Zt

T, the classically predicted change in the order parameter is +fp - +T'
the statistical mechanical prediction is E! - {!. Thus we see that
thermodynamics incorrectly predicts the temperature dependence

the order parameter as the critical temperature is approached, and that
failure is connected with the shallow and asymmetric nature of the

of the potential.
To extend the reasoning slightly further, we observe that $ip - QTo is

ler than +i - Qi (Fig. 10.7). That is, the classical thermodynamic
iction of the shift in f (for a given temperature change) is smaller
the true shift (i.e., than the shift in the auerage value of f). This is

istent with the classical prediction of B : I rather than the true value
- *, ur indicated in the insert in Fig. 10.7.
This discussion provides, at best, a pictorial insight as to the origin of

failure of classical Landau theory. It gives no hint of the incredible
th and beauty of "renormalization-group theory," about which we

6ro
62
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shall have only a few observations to make.
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10.6 SCALING AND UNTVERSALITY

As mentioned in the last paragraph of Section r0.3, the dominant effect
that emerges in the renormalization group theory is the onset of long-range
correlated behavior in the vicinity of the critical point. This lccuis
because the long wave length excitations are most easily excited. As
fluctu-ations grow the very long wave length fluctuations grow most
rapidly, and they dominate the properties in the critical region. Two
effects result from the dominance of long range correlated fluctuations.

The first class of effects is described by the term scaling. Specifically,
the divergence of the susceptibilities and the growth of the order parame-
ter are linked to the divergence of the range of the correlated fluctuations.
Rather than reflecting the full atomic comprexity of the system, the
diverse critical phenomena all scale to the range of the divergent correla-
tions and thence to each other. This interrelation among the critical
exponents is most economically stated in the "scaling hypothesis,,, the
fundamental result of renormalization-group theory. thii result states
that the dominant term in the Gibbs potential (or another thermodynamic
potential, as appropriate to the critical transition considered) in the reeion
of the critical point, is of the form

- |  pt+r,t6 \
G, - lT - 7,,1,-"f tl 

# l, (T -- 7",) (10.22)
\  l r  -  T, l ' - "  I

we here use the magnetic notation for convenience, but B" can be
interpreted generally as the intensive parameter conjugate to ihe order
parameter f. The detailed functional form of the Gibbs potential is
discontinuous across the coexistence curve, as expected, and ihis discon-
tinuity in form is indicated by the notation y x;-the function /+ applies
for T j Tu.gld the (different) function /- applies for z I T"-,. Fuither-
more the Gibbs potential may have additional i'regular" termi, the terms
written in equation 10.22 being only the dominant part of the Gibbs
potential in the limit of approach to the critical point.

The essential content- of equation l0.zz is that the quantity
Gr4T : Tr,)'-".is not a functionof both T and,B, separately, but only
of the single variable n!+rt61r - T,,l'-o.It can equaliy well-be written
as a function of the square of this composite variable,- or of any other
power. We shall later write it as a function of B"/(T - 7,,)(2-a)t7\r+t's.

The scaling property expressed in equation 10.22 refates all other
critical-ex_ponents by uniuersal relationships to the two exponents a and 6,
as we shall now demonstrate. The procedure is straightfoiward; we simply
evaluate each of the critical exponents from the fundamental equation
10.22.

we first evaluate the critical index c, to corroborate that the symbol a
appearing in equation 10.22 does have its expecred significance. For this
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purpose we take B": 0. The functions / 1(x) are assumed to be well
behaved in the region of x : 0, with / t(0) being finite constants. Then
the heat capacity is

a2G,(8":  o) - (2 - 
"x1 

- d)V - T",l-"f t(0)cB. -
aT2

Hence the critical index for the heat capacity, both above and
is identified as equal to the parameter a in G", whence

(10.23)

below 7,,,

a.' : d. (70.24)

Similarly, the equation of state I : I(7, B") is obtained from equation
10.22 by differentiation

r- -ft -tr- Br +r/6

- T",l '-T
T,,l '-"f ' t Ii \_u

J AB"d

where f *(x) denotes (d/dx)f i(x). Again the functions f 't(0) are
assumed finite, and we have therefore corroborated that the symbol 6 has
its expected significance (as defined in equation 10.8).

To focus on the temperature dependence of 1 and of 1, in order to
evaluate the critical exponents B and y, it is most convenient to rewrite
f t ut a function gt of B"/(T - 7,,)(2-d)6/(L+E).

G, - lr - r,,|,-os'(r, _ ,"ftrrrr-r) tto.rul

(10.2s)

(10.28)

(to.zt)B"

lT -  T", l ( ' -  a)6/(r+6)

2 - a
B : 1 + 6
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Also

AI
x :  l r o  6 4 -  l I  -

B"

T _(rT  l ( 2 -  s ' , ( r  -  8 l / ( r +6 \  o t ,  J' a : r l  D
Tc)Q- 

d)6/(r  + 8)

(10.2e)

whence

1 - 6
y :  y ,  :  ( a  _  2 \ : _\  /  1 + 6

(10.30)

Thus all the critical indices have been evaluated in terms of a and 6. The
observed values of the critical indices of various systems are, of course,
consistent with these relationships.

As has been stated earlier, there are two primary consequences of the
dominance of long range correlated fluctuations. One of these is the
scaling of critical properties to the range of the correlations, giving rise to
the scaling relations among the critical exponents. The second conse-
quence is that the numerical values of the exponents do not depend on the
detailed atomic characteristics of the particular material, but are again
determined by very general properties of the divergent fluctuations. Re-
normalization group theory demonstrates that the numerical values of the
exponents of large classes of materials are identical; the values are
determined primarily by the dimensionality of the system and by the
dimensionality of the order parameter.

The dimensionality of the system is a fairly self-evident concept. Most
thermodynamic systems are three-dimensional. However it is possible to
study two-dimensional systems such as monomolecular layers adsorbed on
crystalline substrates. Or one-dimensional polymer chains can be studied.
An even greater range of dimensions is available to theorists, who can
(and do) construct statistical mechanical model systems in four, flve, or
more dimensions (and even in fractional numbers of dimensions!).

The dimensionality of the order parameter refers to the scalar, vector,
or tensorial nature of the order parameter. The order parameter of the
binary alloy discussed in Section 10.3 is one-dimensional (scalar). The
order parameter of a ferromagnet, which is the magnetic moment, is a
vector and is of dimensionality three. The order parameter of a supercon-
ductor, or of superfluid aHe, is a complex number; having independent
real and imaginary components it is considered as two-dimensional. And
again theoretical models can be devised with other dimensionalities of the
order parameters.



Systems* with the same spatial dimensionality and with
imensionality of their order parameters are said to be in
universality class." And systems in the same universality class
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the same
the same
have the

values of their critical exponents.

l. Show that the following identities hold among the critical indices

a+ 2B + y:2 ("Rushbrooke'sscal inglaw")

Y : B ( 6 - 1 ) (" Widom's scaling law")

Are the classical values of the critical exponents consistent with the
ng relations?

is assumed that the interatomic forces in the system are not of infinite ranee.


